Image Descriptions: We Move Together Video Trailer

Frame 1 Image ID: Text appears “We move fast.” A diverse group of kids and their calico cat make their way down a smooth path in a city park. Most of the kids are moving fast: biking, scooting, jogging, kicking a ball, and zooming along in a power wheelchair. One of the friends, a child using arm crutches, is moving more slowly and is waving to the kids ahead.

Frame 2 Image ID: Text appears “We move slow”. The friends have slowed down and are enjoying different parts of the park. A few of the kids are resting on a soft, grassy hill. Two friends are looking closely at a branch they’ve found. The other kids, together with their cat, discover a poster for a carnival.

Frame 3 Image ID: Inspired by the poster, the kids are now playing a new game. As they move together along a city sidewalk, they parade into an imaginative dream world. The brown brick wall behind them gradually turns into a blue and purple night sky lit up with yellow stars. The cement pavement magically transforms into a red carpet. Confetti falls and the cat becomes a ferocious tiger. One child grows wings. The power wheelchair becomes a golden chariot. One child is using their arm crutch to hold up a brilliant yellow banner which reads “We move together!”

Frame 4 Image ID: Two quotes appear against a white backdrop with confetti falling. The first quote reads “A love letter to the next generation of disabled kids!” -Lydia X. Y. Brown, disability justice advocate and founder/director of Fund for Community Reparations for Autistic People of Color’s Interdependence, Survival, & Empowerment. The second quote reads “This playful, inventive, and first of its kind introduction to Disability Justice… opens up possibilities of worlds and futures we dream of.” -Cory Silverberg, educator and author of What Makes a Baby and Sex Is a Funny Word.

Frame 5 Image ID: There is a big gathering of people in the city and many of the people are visibly disabled. Some people are dancing with their wheelchairs and with their crutches. Some are blowing bubbles and playing drums. Two children hold a banner than reads “We’re in this TOGETHER.” A child using a walker and wearing a helmet has a blue sweater that says “BLACK LIVES MATTER”. Another child sits on the shoulders of an adult wearing a red shirt that says “DEAF GAIN” and holds up a cellphone to show the person on the phone the crowd around them. Another child with crutches holds a sign that says “NOTHING ABOUT US WITHOUT US” while a kid with sound-cancelling headphones holds up a sign that says “ACCESS IS LOVE”. A person wearing a t-shirt that says “WATER IS LIFE” raises his fist in the air.

Frame 6 Image ID: This scene looks up a busy city street. New community-built ramps can be seen outside many of the cafes and shops. The street is filled with activity: cyclists ride up and down the street in bike lanes, one kid is rolling down a ramp, while another runs along the sidewalk. Parents push their baby in a stroller. Someone is delivering boxes using a trolley. A man using a white cane crosses the street at an intersection and our friend the cat sneaks out of the fish store with a tasty treat! A quote
appears: “Totally charming!” Brian Selznick, writer and illustrator of *The Invention of Hugo Cabret*.

**Frame 7 Image ID:** People are gathered in tree-lined park with a pond and a beach. At the center of the image is a large tree with wide branches that are sheltering a group of friends. A kid who uses a blue power wheelchair eats with a feeding tube and the support of her grandmother. Another kid is drinking from a water bottle while leaning-up against the tree while still another kid is drinking from a cup with a straw that is being held by their friend. In the background, a mother breastfeeds her baby. Some people are floating, swimming, splashing and wading into the water, while others are playing and resting in the sand. The cat looks down from overhead, resting in the branches of the tree. A quote appears: “essential reading for all bookshelves!” Syrus Marcus Ware, co-founder of Black Lives Matter – Canada.

**Frame 8 Image ID:** Someone’s arms, adorned with rainbow bangles, reach towards the tops of the trees. Their fingers dance in the air as the sun streams through the branches and lights up the blue sky. A quote appears, “This is the book I’ve been waiting for!” Alice Wong, Founder and Director of the *Disability Visibility Project*.

**Frame 9 Image ID:** An image of the book cover appears which depicts five pairs of legs appear against a bright orange background: three characters are standing, one is using a cane. Another character is seated in a blue power wheelchair. They are joined by a service dog wearing a harness. Below the characters is the book’s title, *We Move Together* written in ornate chalk lettering. The book cover also shows the authors names, Kelly Fritsch, Anne McGuire and Eduardo Trejos. Beside the book appears the text “Now available at your favorite bookstore or library” followed by the AK press logo and the words “for more information visit [www.wemovetogether.ca](http://www.wemovetogether.ca)”